Achieve Zero Trust security for email and collaboration with Google Workspace

After a series of major cyber attacks targeting the identity and email systems of tens of thousands of organizations, governments must ensure they can continue to communicate and collaborate securely. Google Workspace helps prevent cyber attacks and allows organizations to communicate and work securely after a cyber attack, even if malicious cyber actors remain present. Make sure that Workspace is available to key executives and essential personnel, or consider making a full conversion.

With Google Workspace organizations communicate and work securely in the face of today’s cyber threats.

Zero Trust
Fully integrated stack of security capabilities. Aligned with NIST guidance.

Turnkey
Interoperable with legacy email and collaboration tools. Easier to use and manage. No expensive upgrades, more cost effective.

Modernization
Enable agencies’ security transformation and modernization.

The remediation effort...will be staggering. It will require the...replacement of entire enclaves of computers, network hardware and servers. Somehow, the nation’s sensitive networks have to remain operational despite unknown levels of [malicious actor] access and control.

Get started today
Google Cloud is committed to delivering Zero Trust, secure, and resilient communications and collaboration tools.

Learn more at
https://workspace.google.com/industries/government